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Dustin Johnson leaves PGA Tour to play
in LIV
62d  - Kevin Van Valkenburg

Buhai wins Women's Open in playoff for
1st major
3h

Kim, 20, earns PGA card after 61 to win
Wyndham
10m

Kim, 20, earns PGA card after 61 to win
Wyndham
10m

Buhai wins Women's Open in playoff for
1st major
3h

Shinkwin wins Cazoo Open for 2nd Euro
title
5h  - Associated Press

Triplett edges ahead at Shaw Charity
Classic
22h

Wu, Im tied for lead at storm-delayed
Wyndham
23h

Buhai cards 64, has 5-shot lead at
Women's Open

Dustin Johnson resigns from PGA
Tour to play in rival LIV Golf series

Dustin Johnson resigns from PGA Tour to play in rival LIV Golf series https://www.espn.com/golf/story/_/id/34051209/dustin-johnson-resigns...
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1d

Jun 7, 2022

LONDON -- Dustin Johnson said Tuesday he has joined several other golfers

and resigned from the PGA Tour effective immediately, and he plans to play

only LIV Golf events and major championships going forward.

Johnson, who has been a member of the PGA Tour since 2008, made the

announcement in the opening news conference for LIV Golf's first event at

Centurion Golf Club. Johnson said he'd carefully considered the decision over

the past six months and felt it was the right one.

"For right now, I've resigned my membership on the tour and I'm going to play

[LIV] for now," Johnson said. "That's the plan."

In February, Johnson released a statement through PGA Tour Communications

saying he was fully committed to the tour, but he ultimately changed his mind.

EDITOR'S PICKS

U.S. Open to accept Mickelson, all eligible golfers

61d

Kevin Van Valkenburg
ESPN Senior Writer

Dustin Johnson resigns from PGA Tour to play in rival LIV Golf series https://www.espn.com/golf/story/_/id/34051209/dustin-johnson-resigns...
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Mickelson added to field for LIV Golf's first event

62d • Mark Schlabach

Na resigns from PGA Tour; to play LIV Golf series

64d • Mark Schlabach

"At that time, I was committed to playing the PGA Tour," Johnson said. "I'm

very thankful for the PGA Tour and everything it's done for me. I've done pretty

well out there for the last 15 years. But this is something that was best for me

and my family. It's something exciting and something new."

Johnson said he fully expects to be able to play in the majors, including next

week's U.S. Open at Brookline, Massachusetts. The USGA has not shown any

indication that it would attempt to bar players who joined the LIV Golf Tour

from its championships. Johnson has a 10-year exemption into the U.S. Open

because of his 2017 victory, and his 2020 Masters victory earned him five-year

exemptions into the Open Championship and PGA Championship through

2026.

"I can't answer for the majors, but hopefully they're going to allow us to play,"

Johnson said. "Obviously I'm exempt for the majors, so I plan on playing unless

I hear otherwise."

Johnson's 24 PGA Tour victories are the fourth most among active players,

trailing Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson and Vijay Singh. He has earned $74.2

million during that time.

Johnson's decision -- which follows similar decisions by Kevin Na, Sergio

Garcia, Branden Grace and Charl Schwartzel -- likely will make him ineligible

for future Ryder Cups, as players need to be members of the PGA of America to

be considered. Members of the PGA Tour are given automatic membership into

the PGA of America. Johnson said he weighed that in his decision as well.

"Obviously all things are subject to change," Johnson said. "Hopefully at some

point it will change and I'll be able to participate. If it doesn't, well, it was

another thing I really had to think long and hard about. Ultimately I decide to

Dustin Johnson resigns from PGA Tour to play in rival LIV Golf series https://www.espn.com/golf/story/_/id/34051209/dustin-johnson-resigns...
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come to this and play out here.

"The Ryder Cup is unbelievable and something that has definitely meant a lot to

me. I'm proud to say I've represented my country, and hopefully I'll get a chance

to do that again. But I don't make the rules."

Dustin Johnson resigns from PGA Tour to play in rival LIV Golf series https://www.espn.com/golf/story/_/id/34051209/dustin-johnson-resigns...
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Rory McIlroy: 'Shame' That LIV Circuit Will 'Fracture the
Game'

By  Ryan Lavner June 8, 2022 at 2:13 PM

With the LIV Golf circuit about to launch Thursday outside London, Rory McIlroy is more than 3,000 miles away,
readying for a title defense at the RBC Canadian Open that’s two years in the making.

The Canadian Open, one of the oldest national championships in golf, is back this year after a two-year absence
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. McIlroy is the defending champion, technically, after his stirring final-round 61
to win in 2019.

McIlroy met with the media Wednesday, but the tenor of the press conference wasn’t the typical reflection of a past
accomplishment. The future of professional golf is at a crossroads, and McIlroy needed to address it.

Across the pond, 48 players have gathered for the inaugural LIV Invitational Series event, the new league offering $25
million purses, 54-hole shotgun starts and a team format. Some of the entrants are household names: Phil Mickelson,
Dustin Johnson, Sergio Garcia. Many are not. It’s the first of eight events planned this year, with more high-profile
names, including Bryson DeChambeau, expected to join the series.

It was McIlroy who first publicly spurned the Saudis back in 2020, saying that he wanted to be “on the right side of
history.” It was McIlroy who declared the upstart league “dead in the water” this February when a wave of players
pledged their loyalty to the PGA Tour. And it was McIlroy who was tasked Wednesday, on the eve of the LIV’s opening
round, with contextualizing this tenuous moment in the game’s history.

“For the game in general, it’s just a shame that it’s going to fracture the game,” he said. “The professional game is the
window shop into golf. If the general public is confused about who is playing where, and what tournament is on this
week, and OK, he doesn’t get into these events – it just becomes so confusing. I think everything needs to try to
become more cohesive, and I think it was on a pretty good trajectory until this happened.”

McIlroy’s support for the Tour – and his position on the Saudi-backed tour – has been abundantly clear. But he
reiterated it anyway on Wednesday.

“It’s not something that I want to participate in,” he said of LIV Golf. “I certainly understand the guys that have went.
I understand what their goals and their ambitions are in their life. I’m certainly not knocking anyone for going. It’s
their life, it’s their decision, and they can live it the way they want. But for me, I want to play on the PGA Tour against
the best players in the world. …

“Any decision that you make in your life that’s purely for money usually doesn’t end up going the right way.
Obviously, money is a deciding factor in a lot of things in this world, but if it’s purely for money, it never seems to go
the way you want it to.”

McIlroy was referring to the reported nine-figure sums that some of the LIV headliners are set to receive in their
multi-year agreements and significant guaranteed paydays for the rest of the participants. The LIV is fronted by Greg
Norman and backed by the Saudi Arabian government’s Public Investment Fund.

“It’s a weird time in professional golf, and we’re just going to have to see how this season plays out and if any other
guys decide to go another direction than the established tours and see what the consequences are,” he said. “I can only
speak personally, but it’s not something that I envision ever doing. I’m happy playing the PGA Tour, and I have a nice
schedule that I can pick for myself. I can spend a lot of time at home with my family if I want to, prioritize the majors,
and there’s nothing about my schedule or my life or my earnings or anything that I would change.”

In his final start before the U.S. Open, McIlroy tees off at 7:13 a.m. ET Thursday alongside PGA champion Justin
Thomas and Canadian Corey Conners.

Rory McIlroy: 'Shame' That LIV Circuit Will 'Fracture the Game' https://www.golfchannel.com/news/rory-mcilroy-shame-liv-circuit-will-...
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Graeme McDowell RESIGNED from PGA
Tour 30 minutes before LIV Golf tee time

Andy Roberts

Graeme McDowell has confirmed he resigned his PGA Tour membership
30 minutes prior to his first round of the LIV Golf Invitational London at
Centurion Club this afternoon. 

News broke within minutes of the shotgun start that all PGA Tour players competing
in the LIV Golf opener would be suspended following a statement that was released
by PGA Tour commissioner Jay Monahan. 

Related: PGA Tour BANS all players competing in the LIV Golf
series

McDowell, who has won four times on the PGA Tour highlighted by his 2010 US
Open victory, believes it was a tough decision to call time on his PGA Tour
membership but that he has been vindicated in doing so from his experience at LIV
Golf so far this week. 

"Yeah, I actually resigned about 30 minutes before I teed it up today," said
McDowell, who carded a lacklustre 4-over par in the opening round of the inaugural
LIV Golf tournament. 

"It was a tough decision, I wanted to keep the moral high ground and kind of remain
a member of the Tour because I really didn't feel like I needed to resign, I shouldn't
have to resign. 

Related: Phil Mickelson will not discuss PGA Tour issues
again despite solid LIV Golf start at Centurion Club

"It was a very difficult decision and I kind of resigned out of an abundance of caution
honestly just because I felt like it puts me in a less litigious situation regards getting
drawn into anything unnecessary, but like I say, I didn't want to resign. I love the
PGA Tour, it's been great to me.

"This is not about the PGA Tour being a bad Tour, this is about wanting to be able to
add on additional opportunities to my golf career so it's really hard... unfortunately
this is going to be short-term pain but I think all the players that are here this week
have only been strengthened in their confidence that we're making the right decision
here because we feel like the execution level we are seeing here, the passion, the love
of the game of golf these guys have at LIV is, that's the reason we are here.

"I think confidence has been strengthened even in the face of consequences which
we knew were kind of on the horizon."

Despite no longer needing to worry about what a suspension could potentially mean

Graeme McDowell RESIGNED from PGA Tour 30 minutes before LIV... https://www.golfmagic.com/liv-golf/graeme-mcdowell-resigned-pga-to...
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for his career having binned his PGA Tour card, McDowell certainly does not agree
with their decision to issue bans for their players. 

McDowell added: "The PGA Tour have to do what they feel is necessary. As I
mentioned earlier in the week, I don't think it's healthy for the sport.

"We are here because we believe we are independent contractors and we should be
allowed to compete and play where we want to all over the world.

"A guy like Sergio Garcia, you know, has been doing that for the last 25 years. I've
been doing it for the last 20 years of my life with no hesitation and no arguments
from anybody. But we are in the midst of a competitive threat, we have a compelling
option that is not agreeable by the big Tours in the world and we have a situation.
It's disappointing and not a whole lot we can do about it.

"As players, we are here understanding the consequences of what may lay ahead of
us and we are trying to operate best we can. The team at LIV have done a
phenomenal job of helping us navigate those potential consequences and they have
said they will stand by us as we go by this process."

Next Page: Disappointed Ian Poulter says he will appeal his
PGA Tour ban

Graeme McDowell RESIGNED from PGA Tour 30 minutes before LIV... https://www.golfmagic.com/liv-golf/graeme-mcdowell-resigned-pga-to...
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Matt Jones condemns his PGA Tour ban

Ian ChadbandAAPJune 9, 2022 5:45PM

Matt Jones has condemned the PGA Tour's ban on him and other 'rebel' golfers,
insisting the "disappointing" decision won't stop the momentum of Greg Norman's
breakaway series.

Jones, Australia's leading player in the controversial Saudi-backed tournaments,
reckons even if he never competes in another PGA Tour event again, he'd be happy
simply embarking on his "great" new adventure.

As he played in the launch LIV Golf Invitational event at the Centurion Club, north
of London, on Thursday, Jones, a two-time winner on the PGA Tour, had no idea of
the dramas unfolding off the course.

Half an hour after he teed off, the PGA Tour, on which he's earned $17.3 million,
announced he was among 17 members who would be suspended because they'd
competed at Centurion.

Jones was still unaware of the news when AAP broke it to him after he'd just
finished his round, but the laid-back 42-year-old simply smiled and there was no
way it was going to put a dampener on his day.

"It's not a shock, it's not a surprise," he shrugged.

"But I don't think it's good for anyone - it's not good for golf, not good for the PGA
Tour and it's not good for us as independent contractors to be told where to play
and when to play.

"It's their move, they're taking that decision and we'll see what happens.

"This new series is only growing, this is not getting smaller. There's many more
players coming and this is only gonna grow.

"There's a good field here this week, a lot of great players, but if it's the case (that I
don't play again) and it's the way they want to go about it, I'm sure like me,
everyone here is more than happy to play in this LIV Golf series for the rest of this
year."

Jones has played 364 events on the US-based PGA Tour and has been a regular on
the circuit for 15 years.

Asked to ponder the idea he might have played his last event, he said: "That would
be disappointing but I did come to this series and this tournament with the
understanding that this could be the case.

"And I'm more than happy to stay here and play these (LIV) events. Everything's
great, the atmosphere's great, the staff, the players - and they're only going to get
better.

Matt Jones condemns his PGA Tour ban https://www.perthnow.com.au/sport/golf/matt-jones-condemns-his-pga-t...
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"The fans were amazing today. We turned up and there was a very exciting vibe out
there.

"I was very surprised, I wasn't really sure what to expect to be honest, but there was
a good little atmosphere out here today."

Only one thing hadn't changed for Jones - his recent poor run of form with three
missed cuts in his last four events.

He shot a four-over par 74 at Centurion, but at least he won't have to worry about
missing another cut in LIV's truncated, three-round format.

"Just another typical day on the golf course for me lately - didn't make any putts
and hit it rather poor in spurts and quite good in other spurts," he shrugged.

"But even if I didn't play good golf today, I still enjoyed the whole experience.

"We've had a great time so far. It's refreshing, something fun, something new for us,
but best thing we still go out and get to play golf."

Matt Jones condemns his PGA Tour ban https://www.perthnow.com.au/sport/golf/matt-jones-condemns-his-pga-t...
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Bryson DeChambeau dumped by major
sponsor after he joins LIV Golf

Ben Smith

Barely a week ago Bryson DeChambeau admitted he felt like it was too
risky to jump the PGA Tour ship. 

More: Graeme McDowell "wanted to keep moral high ground"

Now it appears that it is a chance DeChambeau is willing to take, but it comes with
ramifications. 

Rocket Mortgage has formally cut ties with the 28-year-old former U.S. Open
champion after he jumped over to LIV Golf. 

In a press release issued on the first day of the richest tournament in the history of
golf, the company cited its relationship with the PGA Tour as the driving force
behind the decision. 

"Rocket Mortgage has been a long-time supporter of the PGA Tour, both through our
role as an official partner and as a tournament host," a spokesman said. 

"The Rocket Mortgage Classic has quickly become a fixture on the Tour, with players
coming to Detroit to compete, while also raising crucial funds to help bridge the
digital divide in our city.

"Our partnership with the PGA Tour extends to include several prominent golfers,
including Bryson DeChambeau, as ambassadors of the Rocket Mortgage brand.

"As has been widely reported, Bryson elected to join the LIV Golf Series. Effective
immediately, Rocket Mortgage has ended its sponsorship agreement with Bryson.

"We wish him well in his future success."

DeChambeau won the Rocket Mortgage Classic in 2020 and has been with the
company ever since, serving as a brand ambassador. 

Rocket Mortgage join other sponsors in distancing themselves from players who
have also decided to play LIV Golf. 

Graeme McDowell and Dustin Johnson were dropped by Royal Bank Canada. UPS
parted ways with Louis Oosthuizen and Lee Westwood. 

When DeChambeau won the Rocket Mortgage Classic, it was overshadowed by him
splitting up with his long time caddie Tim Tucker. 

DeChambeau refused to speak with the media that week. 

The PGA Tour yesterday issued a memo to its membership declaring that all current

Bryson DeChambeau dumped by major sponsor after he joins LIV Golf https://www.golfmagic.com/liv-golf/bryson-dechambeau-dumped-majo...
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and future LIV Golf players will be suspended. 

LIV Golf hit back, saying the move was "vindictive" and said the decision was "not
the last word" on the subject.

More: Rory McIlroy and JT back PGA Tour suspensions

More: Why is the LIV Golf Invitational Series controversial?

What DeChambeau said at the Memorial...

"There's obviously a lot of conversation.

"For me, I personally don't think that at this point in time I'm in a place in my career
where I can risk things like that.

"I'm loyal to my family that I've created around me with sponsors and everything.

"And as of right now, the golf world is probably going to change in some capacity.

"I don't know what that is. Not my job to do so. I'm just going to keep playing
professional golf and enjoy it wherever it takes me, play with the best players in the
world.

"That's really all I've got, that's what I'll do for the rest of my life, because I want to
be one of the best players in the world."

More: Lee Westwood accused of hypocrisy

Now watch our latest YouTube video:

Next page: Ian Poulter plans to appeal PGA Tour ban

Bryson DeChambeau dumped by major sponsor after he joins LIV Golf https://www.golfmagic.com/liv-golf/bryson-dechambeau-dumped-majo...
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Rahm Slams LIV Golf And Reveals His
'Biggest Concern' Over Saudi-Backed Series

James Hibbitt

Golf Monthly Newsletter

Golf tips and expert instruction, golf club reviews and the latest golf equipment.

Thank you for signing up to . You will receive a verification email shortly.

There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again.

Jon Rahm has delivered his perspective on golf's biggest story ahead of his US Open
title defence at Brookline.

Speaking of the newly formed Saudi-backed LIV Golf Series, the Spaniard made his
feelings about the tournament's format abundantly clear: "To be honest, part of the
format is not really appealing to me. Shotgun, three days, to me is not a golf
tournament, no cut. It's that simple. I want to play against the best in the world in a
format that's been going on for hundreds of years. That's what I want to see."

The 27-year-old added: "I play for the love of the game, and I want to play against
the best in the world. There's meaning when you win the Memorial Championship.
There's meaning when you win Arnold Palmer's event at Bay Hill. There's a
meaning when you win, LA, Torrey, some of the historic venues. That to me matters
a lot."

Rahm admitted that he could see the "appeal that other people see towards LIV
Golf" but described those that have taken the riches of the Saudi-backed venture as
essentially cashing in their retirement plans. The former World No.1 said: "Those
next three, four years are worth basically their retirement plan they're giving them.
It's a very nice compensation to then retire and sail off into the sunset. If that's what
you want, that's fine." 

Rahm's comments were very similar to that of Rory McIlroy, who insisted that
those who have moved to LIV Golf are past their peak with their "best days behind
them" and that he feels those around his age or younger are "taking the easy way
out."

Like so many in the golfing world right now, Rahm expressed his biggest concern
that the PGA Tour and LIV Golf fallout could cause - ramifications to the Ryder
Cup. "I hope the Ryder Cup doesn't suffer," he said. "I think the Ryder Cup is the
biggest attraction the game of golf has to bring new people in.

"I hope we don't lose the essence and the aspect that the Ryder Cup is. That's one of
my biggest concerns, to be honest. It's an event we all play for free, and it's one of
our favourite weeks, win or lose. I think that says a lot about the game and where I
wish it would be at."

Rahm Slams LIV Golf And Reveals His 'Biggest Concern' Over Saudi-... https://www.golfmonthly.com/news/rahm-slams-liv-golf-and-reveals-hi...
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Last year, Rahm became the first Spaniard to win the US Open and only the second
person to win America's National Open at Torrey Pines - joining Tiger Woods after
his historic triumph over Rocco Mediate in 2008. The seven-time PGA Tour winner
has had a relatively quiet 2022 season thus far with just the one victory (Mexico
Open) coming in his twelve appearances.

Rahm, who finished inside the top-10 in each of the four Major championships last
year, has yet to mount a Major charge in 2022; with his best performance a T27 at
Augusta National.

He gets his US Open title defence underway at 7.18am EDT/12.18pm BST alongside
Collin Morikawa and James Piot.

James joined Golf Monthly having previously written for other digital outlets. He is
obsessed with all areas of the game – from tournament golf, to history, equipment,
technique and travel. He is also an avid collector of memorabilia; with items from
the likes of Bobby Jones, Tiger Woods, Francis Ouimet, Arnold Palmer, Lee
Trevino, Adam Scott and Ernie Els. As well as writing for Golf Monthly, James’
golfing highlight is fist bumping Phil Mickelson on his way to winning the Open
Championship at Muirfield in 2013. James grew up on the east coast of England
and is the third generation of his golfing family. He now resides in Leeds and is a
member of Cobble Hall Golf Club with a handicap index of 1.7. His favourite films
are The Legend of Bagger Vance and Tin Cup.
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Saudi-backed LIV Golf tournament accused of ‘sportswashing’

A splashy new golf tournament, which attracted some of the biggest players in the game and launched in London last week, has become 
the latest example of what detractors call "sportswashing," the practice of sanitizing the reputation of a country or corporation using 
expensive and high-profile sporting events.

In this case the tournament sponsor is the government of Saudi Arabia, which is backing the event with $2 billion from its Public 
Investment Fund, according to Forbes. At issue is that the Saudi government has been accused of numerous human rights violations over 
the years, including the murder of Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi in 2018. Both U.S. intelligence services and a U.N. special 
rapporteur have blamed the Saudi government for the murder.

The tournament will unfold over the next four months, with games at eight different courses including former President Donald Trump’s 
courses in Bedminster, England, and Miami. Other sites include Boston; Chicago; Portland, Oregon, Bangkok and Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 
according to the league's website.

Last week, the PGA announced that 17 players, including golf legends Dustin Johnson and Phil Mickelson, would not be allowed to 
compete in the PGA this season because of their participation in LIV events.

“These players have made their choice for their own financial-based reasons,” PGA Tour Commissioner Jay Monahan said in a statement 
on Thursday. The PGA has penalized them because they did not obtain the necessary clearance to play in a tournament that is hosting 
events in North America.

Phil Mickelson and US golfer Dustin Johnson on the 3rd green on the first day of the LIV Golf Invitational Series event at The
Centurion Club in St Albans, north of London, June 9, 2022.

Adrian Dennis/AFP via Getty Images

Monahan left it uncertain whether these players would be able to compete in the future, saying only that “we’re prepared to deal with
those questions.”

In a statement to ABC News, a spokesperson for the PGA said “the PGA TOUR’s decision to suspend has no connection to the Saudi
funding. We’re simply upholding our Tournament Regulations and doing what is in the best interest of the entire membership and the
TOUR as a whole.”

At least four players, including Dustin Johnson, have already resigned from the PGA Tour, the New York Times reported.

In a press conference on Wednesday, Mickelson defended his right to play in the LIV Golf tournament. “This is an opportunity that gives
me a chance to have the most balance in my life going forward and I think this is going to do a lot of good for the game,” he told reporters.

Saudi-backed LIV Golf tournament accused of ‘sportswashing’ https://abcnews.go.com/US/saudi-backed-liv-golf-tournament-accused-s...
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When pressed on the political nature of his decision, he added “nobody here condones human rights violations, nobody here is trying to
make up for anything.”

The U.S. Golf Association, which runs the U.S. Open that begins this week, and is separate from the PGA, announced that all eligible
players will be allowed to compete in a statement published Tuesday.

The LIV Golf organization called the PGA’s decision “vindictive” and said “the era of free agency is beginning as we are proud to have a full
field of players joining us in London, and beyond” in a statement published on Thursday.

Team Hy Flyer's Phil Mickelson of the U.S. in action during the third round of the LIV Golf Invitational at Centurion Club in St
Albans, Britain, June 11, 2022.

Paul Childs/Reuters

Commentators have been drawing comparisons between the LIV Tournament and Nazi Germany hosting the Olympics in 1936.

Other countries like Qatar and United Arab Emirates have invested in sport competition to gain political influence. Danyel Reiche, visiting
professor at Georgetown University and author of a new book about Qatar’s successful efforts to host the 2022 World Cup, told ABC News
he believes the Saudi kingdom is taking a page from Qatar’s playbook, using investment in sport to build international political influence.

Qatar began this process in 1993, he says, when the country hosted the ‘Qatar Open’ tennis tournament. “Saudi Arabia is recognizing that
Qatar’s strategy has worked pretty well and they're copying it,” he says, with a delay of around 25 years.

Reiche is critical of the term ‘sportswashing,’ though. “I think [the situation] is more complex than the term suggests,” he said, which is
“that a country would spend money just to distract from human rights violations.”

The goal, as he sees it, is to “gain soft power and influence in international affairs.”

Nick Wise, an assistant professor at Arizona State University who teaches tourism and sports tourism, told ABC News he believes that
with respect to Saudi Arabia the term ‘sportswashing’ is appropriate.

“They’re trying to use this event as a spectacle,” he says, adding that there are likely other strategies at play including diversifying their
investments and building a new sports tourism economy.

“When you put money into something, it’s a way of controlling the narrative,” he said.

Saudi-backed LIV Golf tournament accused of ‘sportswashing’ https://abcnews.go.com/US/saudi-backed-liv-golf-tournament-accused-s...
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